
 

 

 



 

 

 

We are calling on all our Biodynamic member organisations and friends across the 
globe to help support young Asian Biodynamic farmers. 

On October 21st-23rd the Asia Pacific Biodynamic Conference 2022 will be held in 
Raub Pahang, in Malaysia. This is the first conference of its kind and a major event 
for the biodynamic movement across the region. Biodynamic trainers and advisors, 
pioneering farmers, and key stakeholders from across Asia Pacific will be at the 
conference. It will be a unique opportunity for young and experienced BD farmers 
alike across the region to meet, network and to sow seeds for the long-term 
development of the Biodynamic movement in the region.  

Our commitment is to make this conference as inclusive and representative of the 
different biodynamic initiatives in the region as possible. However, there are many 
biodynamic farmers across Asia who, for financial reasons, will struggle to attend the 
conference. Farmers from countries such as Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Myanmar, 
Nepal, Bhutan, Indonesia, Philippines and India need economic support to attend 
the conference.   

Could you support a Biodynamic Farmer to attend the Conference? 

All amounts for donations are welcome! 

You can donate through a direct Bank transfer to Malaysia Demeter Association 
(MDA) (details below). You can also donate through PayPal. Donations in Euro, 
dollars or local currency are possible: 

Bank Transfer: 
Bank Name: CIMB Bank 

Name: Persatuan Demeter Malaysia (MDA) 
Account No: 8010182250 
Swift code: CIBBMYKL  

 
PayPal: 

https://www.paypal.me/supportfarmerapbc 
 

This is a call for solidarity and awareness of the challenges and needs faced by the 
biodynamic movement as it grows in new and diverse regions of the world. It is a 
call to connect as a global movement and support each other towards our common 
humanitarian goals. Thank you for your support! 

 

If you would like more information about this Donation campaign or need more 
information on the Conference please contact Paz Bernaschina 
(paz.bernaschina@demeter.net), or Michelle Teh from Malaysia Demeter 
Association (ing.michelleteh@gmail.com)  
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